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What is the AIS Center?

The Academic Intervention Services (AIS) Center

is divided into seven instructional areas that 
include the following for struggling youngsters:

• Math Lab

• Reading Lab

• Reading Recovery

• Leveled Literacy Instruction (LLI)

• Kindergarten Intervention

These Tier II services are part of the district plan 
to address state mandated Response to 
Intervention (RTI). 



Why have an AIS Center? 

The rationale behind re-purposing this formerly under-

utilized space into an AIS Center was:

 To provide appropriate instructional spaces for a growing 

number of youngsters experiencing learning challenges. 

 To co-locate like services, facilitating teacher 

collaboration, & the sharing of students and materials.

 To facilitate team-teaching, differentiated instruction & 

flexible grouping. 

 To maximize available space, after requested building 

increases in instructional space were not allocated.  



Background
 Formerly known as the Large Music Room, this space is 

located behind the stage. This space had never been 

“assigned” to anyone for permanent regular instruction.

 Large instruments were stored in an adjacent closet and 

are moved to the stage through the double doors. These 

doors also serve as handicap access to the stage for 

students.

 Sporadic events, such as the PTA Plant fair, Book fair, 

Holiday Boutique, class performances, events, etc. were 

housed here throughout the school year. 

 The vocal music teacher had always taught in a new 

teaching space in the new wing, completed in 2002. 

 Orchestra, Band, & Vocal music rehearsals are conducted 

in the auditorium and the cafeteria before school.



Contributing Factors

 The Multipurpose room had questionable air quality 

which impacted the members of the literacy team 

adversely. One teacher had suffered recurrences of 

pneumonia and chronic bronchitis, resulting in a 

significant interruption of services for her students.

 The district committed the necessary resources to 

address the air quality issues over a period of time.

 An intermediate classroom was converted into an 

Intermediate Science Lab, further reducing the spaces 

available for the Academic Intervention Services Team. 

Therefore, upon district approval of this plan, the 
project was undertaken in the summer of 2007 
commenced to address the building’s need for 

multiple small group instructional space.



Math Lab         Mrs. Linda Figliozzi,       
Math Paraprofessional

Students in grades 1-6 receive

small group direct instruction 
using Harcourt Mathletics 
program & learning centers with 
our math paraprofessional.

In 08-09, we updated computer 
center with laptops and wireless 
connection which are used for 
the Harcourt Mathletics computer 
programs and math internet web 
sites sponsored by the district 
for math remediation and 
enrichment.

Student Caseload

07-08 38

08-09 23

09-10 28



Reading Lab Mrs. Linda Turner, 
Reading Paraprofessional

Student Caseload

07-08 22

08-09 20

09-10 20

Mrs. Turner provides 
small group instruction 
for grades 1-3. She 
focuses on beginning 
reading & writing skills 
using a multisensory 
approach, guided 
reading & interactive 
writing.



Reading Lab Mrs. Karen Birbiglia,     
Reading Specialist

Mrs. Birbiglia provides 1:1 
Reading Recovery & small 
group reading instruction for 
grades 1-6 which includes 
comprehension strategies, 
multisensory phonics, 
vocabulary development, 
guided reading, interactive 
writing, listening & speaking 
skills. 

Student Caseload

07-08 29

08-09 28

09-10 32



Reading Lab Mrs. Rachel Prinzevalli, 
Reading Specialist

Student Caseload

07-08 33

08-09 20

09-10 20

Mrs. Prinzevalli currently focuses on 1:1 Reading 
Recovery and Leveled Literacy Instruction for our 
students in grades K-2. Kindergarten Intervention 
students were reallocated to another specialist in 08-09 to 
balance caseloads and allow for more effective 
scheduling for the entire reading program.



Reading Lab
Mrs. Kim Heyman, Reading 
Specialist 

Mrs. Heyman provides Kindergarten Intervention, 
Leveled Literacy Instruction and small group reading 
instruction to our students in grades K-3. 

Student Caseload

07-08 32

08-09 30

09-10 26



Reading Lab

Mrs. Rodomista is a part 
time (.5) reading 
specialist who works 
with grades 4-6 to 
support literacy 
instruction. She focuses 
on: 

• comprehension strategies

• vocabulary development

• guided reading

• interactive writing

• phonics

• listening & speaking skills Student Caseload

07-08 32

08-09 30

09-10 26

Ms. Sari Rodomista, Reading 
Specialist 



Enrollment
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07-08 846 38 75 16 9* 16 14%

08-09 808 23 70 16 29 21 20%

09-10 769 28 83 16 34 24 25%

The enrollment in each AIS service is reflective of a portion of 
the overall enrollment each year. 

* first year of program delivered by one reading specialist



Additional Uses...
 The small group instructional 

spaces are fluid, depending on the 
students’ needs each year. This 
feature allows for multiple uses and 
supports differentiated instruction.

 In 2007, one of the sections was 
used as a resource room space for 
our students. Another was used for 
math computer assisted 
instruction. 

Resource Room with

Mrs. Andrea Caparco, 

Special Ed Teacher

Math computer assisted 
instruction



Additional Benefits of AIS Center

 The AIS Center is the site used for the Kindergarten 

Screening allowing for the components of the DIAL-3 to 

be easily and effectively administered in small group 

areas. 

 The AIS Center allows for large scale assessment three 

times per year administered by the AIS team to identify 

entrance, exit, & placement of students as well as 

progress monitoring of these students in each program. 

 The AIS Center provides a comfortable safe haven for 

struggling learners where they are part of a similar 

learning community, which promotes self confidence. 



How were any remaining program needs 

addressed?

1. After the multipurpose room’s issues were addressed, the 
concession was made to divide the MPR into two spaces and 
allocate one of those to the music program. One of those 
spaces was designated as a permanent part time music space
to house the part time music teacher and the music 
composition program. This space is easily and centrally 
located in the main hall of the building. 

2. With a lower enrollment & reduction of a class size, the part 
time and composition programs were housed in a regular 
classroom, instead. This option remains available as long as 
the enrollment is the same in subsequent years. They have 
been able to exercise this option for the past two years. 

3. Recognizing the importance of access/egress to the stage for 
music rehearsals & performances, a third concession was 
made within the AIS Center. The space with the double doors 
remained vacant and currently houses the large instruments 
for easy student access and use. Although this arrangement 
reduces the instructional spaces to six, in the interest of 
fairness & collegiality, we have made the necessary 
accommodations.



for your 

time and attention!


